
 
 
 

Hello,  
 

Sub: Guide to conducting successful drives 
 
As we believe in pro-active leadership we want you to be a part of bringing in the change. You are an agent of change that will 
help make the world a better place. 
 
So let’s get into it.  
 
Well, this is the time for you to become a leader. You can plan and execute drives and the Emaho Network will support you 
throughout.  
 
Here is a list of drives you can conduct : 
 

Type What you can do? How will Emaho Network support? 

Food Drive  - Step 1: Identify groups, communities in need of ration. 
Check your locality and neighbourhood first.  
 

- Step 2: Make a Proposed Plan 
(Draw out the number of heads in the community, make 
a list of items they need, budget the drive, prose 
address, date and time, manpower needed etc. OR stick 
to the basic essential list provided)  
 

- Step 3: Share the plan with the rest of the members. 
Integrate ideas and suggestions received.  
 

- Step 4: Fundraising  
Share ideas on fundraising. Work closely to design an 
impactful fundraiser. Once ready, promote. If we already 
have funds it will be allotted right away.  

- Step 5: Permissions 
Double-check on permissions if required. Co-ordinate 
and notify the councillor. 
Step 6: Conduct a successful drive. Buy rations, divide 
into packets and distribute. Get people from your locality 
to help out. Take photos, write blog etc.  

- Step 7: After the drive, fill out a form. Where all the 
details of the drive will be archived.  

- Step 8: Promote and share the success story. 

- Members will pool in resources to 
the proposed plan. 

- Ideas and suggestions to be 
shared.  

- Design fundraiser and social 
media campaign. 

- Raise Funds- promote online 
- Help with police permissions, 

councillor notification etc.  
- Hand over funds for the drive.  
- Members who can be physically 

present can come and help the 
drive. 

- Share pics/blogs on social media.  
- Thank the donors  
- Archive the drive for future 

reference. (including donors) 
. 

Food Collection - 
Distribution Drive 

- Step 1: Identify groups, communities in need of food. 
Check your locality and neighbourhood first. 
(OR Emaho Network will get it picked up)  
 

- Step 2: Make a Proposed Plan (Draw out the number of 
heads in the community, make a list of items they might 

- Pick up Delivery of the rations.  
- Members will pool in resources to 

the proposed plan. 
- Ideas and suggestions to be 

shared.  
- Promote Online 



find useful, add address, date and time, manpower 
needed for the drive etc.) Or collect basic essentials.  
 

- Step 3: Share the plan with the rest of the members. 
Integrate ideas and suggestions received. 
 

- Step 4: Recieve creatives designed for your drive. 
  

- Step 5: Reach out to your neighbours. Ask for items they 
can give, (money not required). Be careful in respecting 
their social distancing norms. Use whatsapp groups, 
communicate smartly. Tell them about Emaho Network 
and encourage active participation. Take a few 
photographs for social media. Wear a mask and wash 
hands. 
 

- Step 6: Emaho Network with the photos promote online 
if more people are willing to share rations.  Coordinate 
Delivery.  
 

- Step 7: Divide and distribute ration received. Make a list 
of all items.  
 

- Step 8: Double-check if permissions are needed and 
local councillor has been notified.  
 

- Step 9: Conduct a successful drive. Take photos, write 
blog etc. (If the location for the drive is NOT in your 
locality, the divided ration can be packaged and will be 
picked up for delivery to the affected area).  
 

- Step 10: After the drive fill a form. Where all the details 
of the drive will be archived.  
 

- Step 11: Promote and share the success story. Thank 
the donors.  
 

- Help with police permissions, 
councillor notification etc.  

- Share pics/blogs on social media.  
- Thank the donors  
- Archive the drive for future 

reference. (including donors) 
- Notify the media if they can cover. 
- Members who can be physically 

present can come and help the 
drive. 

 

Clothes Drive  - Step 1: Identify groups, communities in need of clothes. 
Check your locality and neighbourhood first. 

- Step 2: Make a Proposed Plan (Draw out the number of 
heads in the community, make a list of clothes they 
might find useful, estimate age groups,  add address, 
date and time, manpower needed for the drive - identify 
the collection point etc.) 

- Step 3: Share the plan with the rest of the members. 
Integrate ideas and suggestions received. 

- Step 4: Recieve creatives designed for your drive.  
- Step 5: Reach out to your neighbours. Ask for items they 

can give, (money not required). Two visits may be 
required. On day one, tell them about the plan and that 
you will return to collect OR have a drop-off point like the 
para clubhouse/garage/shop etc.  It could be sarees, 
pants, blouse, dresses. TORN clothes will NOT be 
accepted. Clothes have to be in usable condition. Tell 
them about Emaho Network and encourage active 
participation. Take a few photographs for social media.  

- Step 6: Emaho Network with the photos promote online 

- Members will pool in resources to 
the proposed plan. 

- Ideas and suggestions to be 
shared.  

- Promote Online 
- Help with police permissions, 

councillor notification etc.  
- Share pics/blogs on social media.  
- Members who can be physically 

present can come and help the 
drive. 

- Thank the donors  
- Archive the drive for future 

reference. (including donors) 
 
 



if more people are willing to donate clothes. Share drop 
off location - coordinate delivery.  

- Step 7: Check the clothes received. Make sure they are 
clean and not torn. Do a number count.  

- Step 8: Double-check if permissions are needed and 
local councillor has been notified 

- Step 9: Conduct a successful drive. Take photos, write 
blog etc. OR hand over the clothes for distribution to the 
affected area.  

- Step 10: After the drive fill a form. Where all the details 
of the drive will be archived.  

- Step 11: Promote and share the success story. Thank 
the donors.  

 

 
 
These are a few ideas on how you can bring in positive change to the world. However, these are guides. You can                      
definitely be creative and define the drive. Every situation is unique, but we are here to help you think through the                     
obstacles. We believed by empowering you, we have pro-active leaders in different parts working together. 

 
We are here to support each other. It’s a network of compassionate citizens who can come forward and offer                   
support in the time of crisis. We need to be careful about the COVID Crisis and make sure we act responsibly. Even                      
though we cannot be physically present, in the time of digital era networking has never been easier. 
 
Remember, we are stronger together. 

 
 
Yours Sincerely,  

 
Roshni Ali  
Emaho Network  
www.emaho.network  
+91 98365 49991  
 
 
 

|Please reach out to me for quarries/ideas/suggestions on how to conduct a successful drive| 

http://www.emaho.network/

